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     We are happy to introduced you our new series 
of decorative fi xtures: CYDEA, CORDES, VIDA and TOKIA.
They charm with their minimalist design and solid execution. 
CYDEA is the richest family allowing for the largest opportu-
nities to arrange the interior. It may be applied as the main or 
supplementary light, because this family consists of hanging, 
fl oor and table luminaries. VIDA luminaries are available in two 
versions: hanging and table. CORDES is a unique shape of 
the pendant lamp. The big advantage of these luminaries is 
the material used to make a shield, i.e. polypropylene fi lm 
that can be recycled and above all it is extremely easy to be 
cleaned.
TOKIA is a minimalist hanging lamp consisting of a ceramic 
lamp holder and string available in 4 colours (white, black and 
white, red and green), perfect to create light arrangements 
for people keen on harsh industrial climates, and slightly retro 
designs.
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TABLE LAMP

25551 white

FLOOR LAMP

25550 white

CYDEA D CYDEA F

material: metal/polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 40W

material: metal/polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

cydea

25411 22466
E27E14
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PENDANT LAMP

25552 white

CYDEA P

material: polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

cydea

22466
E27
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vida

TABLE LAMP

25540 white

VIDA D

material: metal/polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

VIDA D

25411
E14
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vida

PENDANT LAMP

25541 white

VIDA P

material: polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

22466
E27
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PENDANT LAMP

25530 white

CORDES

material: polypropylene � lm
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

22464
E27

cordes
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25520 lamp holder: white/string: white

25522 lamp holder: white/string: green

25521 lamp holder: white/string: white and black

25523 lamp holder: white/string: red

TOKIA P-W

TOKIA P-G

TOKIA P-W/B

TOKIA P-R

material: porcelain/plastic
220-240V~, 50/60Hz, A++      E, max 60W

22466
E27

PENDANT LAMP

tokia
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packaging

This publication has been prepared by Kanlux SA. Through the continuous improvement of its o� er and adjustment to the market and legal 
requirements, Kanlux SA reserves the right to make changes in the product range. This publication does not constitute an o� er within the 
meaning of the Civil Code. The actual products may di� er from the review photos and drawings contained in the publication.
All the data contained in the publication are valid at time of printing, i.e. 17 February 2017. Kanlux is not responsible for the lack of availability of 
products included in this publication. Kanlux SA is not also responsible for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential or any other damages 
(including also, but not only, lost pro� ts, lost revenues, or similar economic loss) arising out of the use of the information contained in this 
publication. Kanlux SA reserves the right to errors and changes in print.

symbols index

E27

E14

22466

E27 base material to be recycled

E14 base made in the EU

dedicated source
of light in the
Kanlux offer

easy to be cleaned

easy reassembly



www.k anlux .com


